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Swiftec. Swiftech. Swiftec. Swiftech Apogee Drive. Swiftech Apogee Drive
II Swiftech swiftec Swiftech swiftec. Price: 12 960,00 rub. Manufacturer:
Swiftech. Swiftech APOGEE DRIVER II SWIFTEC APOGEE DRIVER
II. Swiftech APOGEE DRIVER II . Swiftech Apogee Drive II - buy in the
online store AudioHead Swiftech Apogee Drive II - price 13,750 rubles.
Buy wholesale and retail with delivery in Moscow and . Manufacturer,
Swiftech. Item number, Swiftech Apogee Drive II. Swiftech APOGEE

DRIVER APOGEE DRIVER II . Swiftech APOGEE DRIVER. Swiftech
APOGEE DRIVER II. Ao. Swiftech APOGEE DRIVER II. In comparison
with the previous model, APOGEE DRIVER II is equipped with four color
displays, which show the current state of the charger and battery level (red -
battery is fully charged, green - battery is charged to 60%, orange - requires
charging, yellow - battery level below 60%). In addition, unlike the model

DRIVER, APOGEE DRIVER II is supplied with a battery charger and
power supply unit. According to the manufacturer, the charger APOGEE

DRIVER II is capable of charging AA and AAA batteries in a single
session, as well as sequentially, and the full charge time can be up to 7

hours. The charger has a separate compartment for the batteries, and a cable
for connecting to a computer is included in the package. As a conclusion to
all of the above, it should be noted that APOGEE has launched two models
of "smart" battery charging devices on the market. One of them - model A3
- is designed to charge Li-Ion batteries with a capacity of up to 4Ah, and the

second - model A1 - is designed to charge Ni-Cd/Ni-MH batteries with a
capacity of up to 1.2Ah. If you want to buy a charger for all your batteries,

you should pay attention to this model. As a conclusion from all of the
above, it should be noted that APOGEE has released two models of "smart"
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